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I purchased this manual from for my 2007 F-150. It is a really great reference for any
Do-it-yourselfers out there.Lots of illustrations and suggestions! I really like that it has arrows
pointing to every nut, bolt or fastener that you need to remove in order to remove every mechanical
component. ALSO has detailed description +++ This book also has over 160 ODB II trouble codes
which is a major plus! Also has a list and picture of recommended tools to complete a specific
job.Here is the breakdown of chapters within this book:CH1: Tune up and maintenanceCH2: V6, V8
engines, general overhaul proceduresCH3:Cooling, heating and AC systemsCH4: Fuel and exhaust
systemsCH5: Engine Electrical systemsCH6: Emissions and engine control (ODBII teouble codes
listed in this chapter)CH7: Manual transmission, Automatic transmission, Transfer caseCH8: Clutch
and drivelineCH9: BrakesCH10: Suspension and steering systemsCH11: BodyCH12: Chasis

electrical system, electrical wiring diagramsIndex

I have preferred Haynes over Chilton manuals in the past and I am not at all disappointed with this
one. I needed the electrical diagrams to solve an installation problem with a back up camera. The
sub vendor who sent me the manual shipped promptly and it arrived in perfect condition.

There are separate instructions for 2009 and newer trucks but only photos for 2004-2008 trucks. If
the vehicles are so different as to warrant different instructions how about a new book with new
photos for 2009-2014? Wiring diagrams are general but helpful so it solved my immediate problem.

This repair manual book has saved me 100â€™s. An emissions code appeared on my F150 1
month after my warranty went off and the dealership wanted $149 for a diagnostic to confirm the
problem gave a potential quote to replace the 3 sensors indicated in the reading was $425. With the
assistance of this book I was able to confirm the reading from the sensors, verify what needs to
resolve my issue. Inturn I saved the entire $149 for the diagnostic and only spent $16 for the wrench
that I did not own and $69 for the 3 sensors. Even if I add in the cost of the book I still saved almost
$500 simply by buying a book. I am 100% satisfied.

I have used this Manual now in at least 5 different maintenance procedures on my 2007 Ford F-150.
It is excellent. Breaks down the procedures in an easy to follow step-by-step process. There is a
little bit of flipping back and forth between sections on very technical procedures, however it ensures
you do the maintenance in a safe and efficient manner every time. I would definitely recommend this
manual for the DIY type of person. Keeps you safe and keeps it real.

The hayes manual is almost like having a mechanic standing there talking your through a repair. I've
been able to save hundreds of dollars in repairs. And I've been able to learn more of what I might
expect when I have to take the truck to the mechanic.

Great manual. However there are a little differences in the what the manual shows for parts and
what actually is in my 2007 Ford F150. I really like if for bigger jobs like changing out wheel barings
and upper and lower controller arms which helped me out tremendously. However, they could also
explain somethings in more detail and a better step by step on changing out tranmission filter or
transfer case flush... This can be done at home and save a whole lot of money...

I have a F150 5.4 liter year 2007 and without this booklet I'd be lost looking at that massive engine.
The booklet breaks everything down for you in simplistic terms, from a simple oil change to how to
take out a starter, alternator and radiator. A very important book to keep truck cost down and to
learn how to fix things yourself, and in this economy that's priceless.
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